Tables in the library were set up with different types of poetry allowing the students to move through the stations creating different kinds of poetry. Examples of the different types of poetry were displayed on each table. Students had the opportunity to create Dada poetry, blackout poetry, acrostic poems, book spine poetry, and magnetic poems.
Dada Poetry

---

**GLAMOUR**

Show's Up

Spring

Fashion

Like a Daisy

---

**FUTURE**

Beauty

With a Smile

---

**BEAUTY**

Want it from the Heart

---

**VOICE**

Create the Real

---

**INSPIRE**

Can

---

**AGELESS**

---

**LOVE**

---

---
Book Spine Poetry & Acrostic Poems

---

**Book Spine Poetry**

- Beautiful
- Sweet flower
- World wide
- Remember
- When you reach any longer
- Forever

By Marjorie Mighty

---

Lakayah Barnes 6th grade

- Lovable person
- Amazing dancer
- Kind
- Indescribable
- Young dancer
- Almost 13
- Happy

---

Nice
Young
Kind
Indescribable
Leading
Athletic

English 6th Grade
Magnetic Poetry
Blackout Poems

Tartan has been REAWAKENED and REIMAGINED. Gone is the stiff, parochial past. In its place: JOYFUL LIGHTNESS, PLAYFUL irreverence, and MOST unexpected of ALL, flirty SEX APPEAL.